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Abstract. The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) topics into K–12 school curricula is a 
relatively new but crucial challenge faced by education systems worldwide. Attempts to address 
this challenge are hindered by a serious lack of curriculum materials and tools to aid teachers in 
teaching AI. This article introduces the theoretical foundations and design principles for imple-
menting co-design projects in AI education, empirically tested in 12 Finnish classrooms. The 
article describes a project where 4th- and 7th-graders (N = 213) explored the basics of AI by 
creating their own AI-driven applications. Additionally, a framework for distributed scaffolding 
is presented, aiming to foster children’s agency, understanding, creativity, and ethical awareness 
in the age of AI.
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1. Introduction

In recent years� a significant technological shift has sparked discussions about the neces-
sity of revising co�puter education across all levels of education (Shapiro et al., 2018; 
Shapiro and Fiebrink� 2019). Traditional rule-based auto�ation has been acco�panied 
by artificial intelligence (AI)� particularly �achine learning (ML)� which has been ac-
celerating auto�ation in society� the workplace� and people’s daily lives (Denning and 
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Tedre, 2019; Rahwan et al., 2019; Tedre et al.� 2020). As AI has beco�e infrastructural 
to cultural practices and everyday life, it has also created various calls for new kinds of 
digital competences that should be acquired by all citizens to ensure personal develop-
�ent� social inclusion� and active citizenship (Vartiainen et al.� 2022). 

On the one hand, understanding both the power and limitations of AI is said to be 
crucial for agentive citizenship, as well as for the prosperity of democratic societies 
(Hintz et al.� 2019). On the other hand� the co�plexity of hu�an agency is beco�ing 
a focal point of critical discussions, as many aspects of everyday life, such as our daily 
interactions, actions, and information of all kinds, are increasingly being tracked, medi-
ated� aug�ented� produced� and regulated by algorith�ic governance (Kitchin� 2012). 
The proliferation of AI-based technologies, coupled with massive-scale data collection, 
has also given rise to a whole new real� of co�plex challenges and ethical dile��as� 
such as uneven power relationships, privacy rights violations, total surveillance, hy-
brid influencing� behavior engineering� algorith�ic biases� and exacerbation of social 
inequities (e.g. Hendricks and Vestergaard� 2018; Kra�er et al., 2014; Valtonen et al., 
2019; Zuboff� 2015). As �any people are unaware of how co�putational processes are 
re-engineering cultural practices and the decision-making processes of individuals, or-
ganizations� and institutions� there is a pronounced need to facilitate people in exercising 
and developing new for�s of data agency (Vartiainen et al.� 2022). 

To ensure that citizens can engage constructively, critically, responsibly and safely 
with practices of data driven society, researchers have called for new kinds of digital 
co�petences (Vuorikari et al.� 2016)� AI literacies (Long and Magerko� 2020)� data 
awareness (Höper� 2021)� or data literacies (Pangrazio and Selwyn� 2019; Cu et al., 
2023). While the definitions of necessary literacies for the AI age differ� they typically 
emphasize competencies that enable people to critically evaluate AI technologies as well 
as abilities to effectively co��unicate and collaborate with the� (Long and Magerko� 
2020). Most AI literacy variants also highlight the need to understand how data are 
generated� processed� and used for different purposes (Pangrazio and Selwyn� 2019) as 
well as to learn the skills for solving discipline-specific or real-life proble�s by collect-
ing� analyzing� evaluating� and interpreting data (Cu et al.� 2023). Yet� these literacies 
are typically described in a decontextualized �anner� and �any such AI fra�eworks are 
detached fro� the realities of everyday life (Palsa and Mertala� 2023) and disconnected 
from the development of agency that is essential for individuals to navigate and shape 
their digital environments.

Data agency, while overlapping with and complementing data literacies, refers to a 
contextual perspective on people’s volition and capacity for infor�ed actions that �ake 
a difference in their digital world (Tedre et al.� 2020). Data agency involves deeper 
procedural knowledge related to the data-driven world. This includes critical thinking 
required for challenging established norms and practices. It also involves the skills of 
making informed ethical and moral decisions, grounded in an understanding of the rela-
tional interaction of AI syste�s� episte�ic practices� and social factors (see Shelby et al., 
2023). Moreover� the search for alternative possibilities de�ands creative abilities and a 
mindset rooted in data-driven design thinking, which may provide important pathways 
for seeking new, ethically sound solutions for pressing current issues and unforeseen 
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future problems. In this respect, data agency calls for pedagogical models, practices, 
and scaffolding strategies that takes into account the socio-cultural practices and wider 
structures in which the agency is situated and where agentive actions are cultivated 
(Vartiainen et al.� 2022). 

At this point� several literature reviews have identified a rising nu�ber of initiatives 
focused on teaching AI to novice learners. In recent years, these reviews have pinpointed 
AI literacy co�petencies and design considerations (Long and Magerko� 2020; Zhou� 
Van Bru��elen� and Lin� 2020) as well as essential ideas� concepts and topics for AI 
education (Touretzky et al., 2019; Tedre et al., 2021; Tenório et al.� 2023). Additionally� 
there has been a focus on AI initiatives� instructional units� and tools (Marques et al., 
2020� Gresse Von Wangenhei�� and Hauck� 2020; Sanusi et al., 2023; Lim et al., 2023; 
Heintz and Roos, 2021; Heinemann et al.� 2018)� along with the evaluation of the ef-
fectiveness of such AI education interventions (Rizvi et al.� 2023). While �uch of the 
recent work on ML in K-12 has focused �ostly on definitional issues� tools� and early 
interventions, much less attention has been focused on the underlying theories of learn-
ing and rigorous pedagogical foundations that inform the design and implementation of 
these instructional ideas and approaches. As noted by UNESCO (2022)� there is also an 
evident need for involving various stakeholders in co-designing curriculum materials, 
tools, and scaffolding strategies for ensuring that the AI curriculums are pedagogically 
sound and actionable in practice.

In response to these pressing needs, this paper introduces the theoretical foundations, 
design principles, and cross-boundary co-design process that engaged teachers and re-
searchers to co-develop new educational practices, curriculum materials, and education-
al technology for facilitating the learning of ML in K-9 education in Finland. In Finland, 
as in many other countries, AI is a new topic in schools, as well as in teacher education. 
There is a clear lack of context-bound curriculu� �aterials� educational technology� and 
practices that support teachers in adopting ML as part of their teaching. Consequently, 
the research question for this paper was posed as follows: What key pedagogical ele-
ments and processes emerge from the co-design of a framework aimed at cultivating 
children’s data agency and creative abilities when learning ML?

First, this article presents insights into the sociocultural approach to learning, focus-
ing on some basic elements of mediated action that serve as crucial building blocks 
in the development of the learning environment and scaffolding strategies. Based on 
this theoretical grounding, the second section describes a pedagogical framework for 
transforming theories emphasizing participation, mediating artifacts, and tools into ac-
tual pedagogical practices. Third, this article introduces the notion of distributed scaf-
folding and the principles for orchestrating collaborative learning, which further guided 
the co-design of learning tasks� �aterials� and tools for learning ML. While the article 
does not involve analysis of empirical data, it provides a comprehensive description of 
the project� where 4th- and 7th-grade students (N = 213) explored the basics of ML by 
co-designing and creating their own ML applications. All of this comes together in the 
closing section, which presents a theory-driven and empirically tested framework for 
scaffolding children’s agency, understanding, creative abilities, and ethical awareness 
in the age of AI.
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2. Theoretical Foundations

The theoretical foundations underpinning this research and development work drew 
from classical sociocultural and cultural-historical theories of learning and participation, 
rooted in the pioneering work of Lev Vygotsky (1978) and his followers. At the ti�e 
when psychologists were intent on developing si�ple explanations for hu�an develop-
ment, Vygotsky’s central idea was that people’s actions and thinking were mediated by 
cultural tools and artifacts� and by other people� such as peers� teachers� and experts 
during specific social activities. To Vygotsky� “�ediated action” for�ed the basis for 
higher psychological processes� co�prising interactions between the subjects (the ac-
tor or actors participating in the activity)� the object of their activity� and the tools and 
artifacts that actors use for acting on the object (Cole and Engeströ�� 1993). Within this 
theoretical framework, learning can be understood as participation in social practices 
(Wenger� 1998) in which the activities are context-bound (Sfard� 1998) and �ediated by 
different artifacts and tools (Schoultz et al.� 2001).

From a sociocultural perspective, our ability to carry out an activity is distributed 
across physical or psychological tools (Wells and Claxton� 2002). According to Wertsch 
(2007)� �ediated action involves a dyna�ic transition. Children first encounter cultural 
tools without fully understanding their meanings and functional roles. As children in-
teract with these tools with the support of knowledgeable others, they gradually come 
to understand the meaning and functional role of various kinds of cultural tools with 
increasing levels of sophistication (Rogoff et al.� 1993; Wertsch� 2007). This i�plies 
that children’s intellectual achievements and failures are not just dependent upon their 
individual abilities and efforts, but are distributed across the tools and social support that 
are within reach of the children (Vygotsky� 1978). Tools not only �ediate or alter hu-
�an activities� but also influence hu�ans’ �ental structures (Edwards� 2007). Fro� this 
standpoint, the overarching goal of instruction involves providing children with cultural 
tools and social settings that support increasing levels of expertise in using cultural tools 
flexibly and fluently (Wertsch� 2007).

Further�ore� Vygotsky saw that all tool-�ediated activity is inherently social (Wells� 
2007). He underscored the essential role played by experienced others� who can sup-
port the learning of the child by passing on the skills and knowledge from generation 
to generation through �entorship (Kozulin et al.� 2003). Vygotsky (1978) introduced 
the concept of the zone of proxi�al develop�ent (ZPD) as a key explanation for the 
role of collaboration and social �ediation� defined as “the distance between the actual 
developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of 
potential development determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in 
collaboration with �ore capable peers” (p. 84). In other words� through joint activities 
with �ore experienced others� a child �ay be able to solve proble�s or co�plete tasks 
independently for which he or she does not yet have the develop�ental capacity (Vy-
gotsky� 1978).

Overall, conceptualizing learning in sociocultural terms draws our attention to the 
multiple interacting elements of situated activities and particularly focuses attention on 
the relationships between material and social resources for learning and participation. 
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Thus, if we want to develop these interactions and create new kinds of tools, materials, 
and learning environments for participatory learning, there is an evident need to consider 
the relationships between people and resources that are formed in object-oriented ac-
tions. To transform these theoretical ideas into actual pedagogical practices, the follow-
ing section discusses how the instructional perspectives of learning through collabora-
tive designing can connect these elements in fertile interaction.

3. Pedagogical Framework

While research on students with agentive experiences with ML is in its infancy� at the 
sa�e ti�e� educational research and develop�ent work has� for a long ti�e� explored the 
opportunities and foundations of learning-by-designing in science and technology edu-
cation (e.g. Ching and Kafai� 2008; Harel� 1991; Hennessy and Murphy� 1999; Kodoner� 
2002; Papert� 1980; Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005; Roth� 1998). Fro� a sociocul-
tural standpoint, collaborative learning and design can be seen as an object-oriented pro-
cess involving sustained efforts to create and advance epistemic artifacts and practices 
(Hakkarainen et al.� 2013). It further e�phasizes the key role of social interaction in a 
jointly constructed activity, and the role of tools and mediating artifacts in the evolving 
and non-linear process of learning (Härkki et al.� 2020).

In short, design-oriented pedagogy stands out by emphasizing three key aspects that 
distinguish it fro� traditional instructional �odels. The first notable feature revolves 
around the nature of the objects of activities that organize and shape the process of 
learning. Unlike �any existing instructional approaches that rely on scripted build-a-
thing exercises or step-by-step coding tasks� the object is brought within this approach 
by engaging the students in the collaborative pursuit of open-ended, real-life problems 
(Hakkarainen et al., 2013; Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy, 1999; Krajcik and Blumenfeld, 
2006). Such proble�s have no single solution or “right” answers; instead� they engage 
students in designing and developing different kinds of solutions by using the tools of 
the discipline in a �anner si�ilar to experts (Krajcik and Blu�enfeld� 2006). Accord-
ing to Krajcik and Blu�enfeld (2006)� open-ended challenges drive the activities of the 
design project� provide a �eaningful context for exploring new concepts and practices� 
and provide continuity to the full range of project activities. Likewise, Puntambekar and 
Kolodner (2005) have argued that design provides a �eaningful context for learning 
content knowledge and skills, for understanding why concepts need to be learned, for 
seeing the contexts in which those concepts are put to use� and for relating those con-
cepts to experiences both in and outside of school.

The second notable feature is related to the subject perspective, where design-ori-
ented pedagogy �oves fro� individual exercises to collaborative learning that ai�s to 
�irror the process of expert proble� solving (Krajcik and Blu�enfeld� 2006). It en-
compasses the idea that learning takes place through collaborative activities whose aim 
is to create new knowledge through work on shared objects (Paavola and Hakkarainen� 
2005). By working together in s�all groups� students are expected to engage in active 
co��unication and the exchange of ideas� expertise� and prior knowledge (Hennessy 
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and Murphy� 1999)� as well as take responsibility for their learning (Da�şa et al.� 2010). 
Through teamwork, students not only develop ideas and artifacts but also their collab-
orative skills, as they need to make decisions and compromise, negotiate roles and re-
sponsibilities� and plan and �onitor joint activities (Seita�aa-Hakkarainen et al.� 2022). 
While design-oriented pedagogy e�phasizes e�ergent processes that are for�ed and 
�odified by students in the course of pursuing the�� teachers nevertheless play a critical 
role in orchestrating these collaborative efforts (Viilo� 2020).

A third and equally important feature of design-oriented pedagogy is creatively work-
ing with externalized ideas and the �aterialization of thoughts with respect to creating 
episte�ic artifacts (Hakkarainen et al.� 2013). The design process is always �aterially 
and physically distributed in ter�s of creating� using� and developing various external 
artifacts and tools that can significantly transfor� our cognitive co�petencies (Hakkara-
inen et al.� 2013). In other words� children are engaged in artifact-�ediated knowledge 
creation by pursuing both conceptual (e.g. questions� spoken� or written ideas) and �ate-
rial (e.g. graphs� drawing� or prototypes) artifacts (Seita�aa-Hakkarainen et al.� 2012). 
Such multimodal interaction also makes students’ ideas and reasoning processes more 
explicit as well as visible for joint evaluation and develop�ent (Blu�enfeld et al., 1991; 
Hennessy, 2011; Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al.� 2012). 

While so�e studies and practices of design-oriented learning have created the i�-
pression that students can deepen their skills and understanding on their own, it is 
important to understand that knowledge creation requires pedagogical infrastructuring 
and various kinds of support for student learning (Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005; 
Viilo� 2020). The following section describes the funda�ental ele�ents that should be 
taken into consideration when scaffolding children’s learning and collaborative design 
processes.

4. Scaffolding Collaborative Learning and Design

Effective participation in knowledge-creative approaches to learning requires a teacher’s 
deliberate efforts in designing, planning, managing, and enacting collaborative learn-
ing processes (Littleton et al.� 2012). Fro� a sociocultural perspective� the teacher is 
an important actor in orchestrating relations among the tools, materials, and supportive 
learning technologies, all of which interconnect and mediate the collaborative activi-
ties (Hä�äläinen and Vähäsantanen� 2011; Littleton et al.� 2012). This orchestration 
of collaborative learning and design includes both pre-planning the project activities 
and afforded resources, as well as on-demand scaffolding during real-time activities 
(Hä�äläinen and Vähäsantanen� 2011). 

Scaffolding has been traditionally associated with Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural 
theory of learning, and particularly with his idea of the ZPD, especially in terms of 
providing students with contextual guidelines or supporting resources for carrying out 
�ore co�plex activities that would otherwise be difficult to achieve. A funda�ental idea 
in scaffolding also entails the adult providing appropriate support based on an ongoing 
diagnosis of the child’s current level of co�petence or understanding (Punta�bekar and 
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Hubscher� 2002). When children’s understanding and skills grow� adults can gradually 
decrease their support until it is no longer needed (Brown et al., 1989; Pea, 2004; Rogoff 
et al.� 1993).

According to Belland (2014)� the early descriptions of scaffolding pri�arily linked 
it with a single, more knowledgeable person helping an individual learner. Thus, it was 
not associated with formal instruction and classroom activities in which a single teacher 
works with a whole class of 20–30 students (Belland� 2014; Martin et al., 2019; Puntam-
bekar and Hubscher, 2002; Puntambekar and Hübscher, 2005; Puntambekar and Kolod-
ner� 2005; Tabak and Kyza� 2018). Scaffolding has thereafter evolved to include �ultiple 
affordances, such as curriculum materials, tools, and educational technologies used for 
supporting learning and collaboration (Martin et al., 2019; Pea, 2004; Puntambekar and 
Hubscher� 2002; Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005; Tabak� 2004). Thereby� the notion 
of distributed scaffolding was introduced, referring to a collection of material and so-
cial supports that enable children to learn disciplinary ways of knowing, doing, and 
talking (Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005; Tabak� 2004). Likewise� Ki� and Hannafin 
(2011) defined scaffolding as a dyna�ic approach in which learners are supported in ac-
complishing learning goals through the just-in-time and proper integration of multiple 
resources� including experts� peers� technologies� and learning contexts.

Furthermore, decades of pioneering research and theoretical development have been 
invested in the conceptualization and creation of educational technologies and scaffold-
ing support for collaborative learning and knowledge building (e.g. Guzdial� 1995; Pa-
pert, 1980; Pea, 2004; Quintana et al., 2004; Resnick, 2006; Scardamalia and Bereiter, 
1993; Tabak� 2004). Consequently� the concept of scaffolding has also been e�ployed 
to describe what features of the tools and the processes employing them are aimed at 
facilitating learning (Pea� 2004). According to Tabak and Kyza (2018)� educational tech-
nologies can facilitate learners in tackling co�plex tasks that surpass their independent 
abilities� such as scientific �odelling. This can be achieved by organizing� structuring� 
and coordinating the sequence of epistemic actions, and by delegating certain aspects of 
the task� such as co�plex co�putations� to the software. Moreover� software pro�pts� 
such as those that pro�pt learners to articulate� reflect� and regulate their progress in 
achieving task goals, can serve a role comparable to the guiding questions that a human 
tutor �ight provide (Martin et al.� 2019; Tabak and Kyza� 2018).

4.1. Pre-planning

While student agency and participation hold significance in design-oriented learning� 
the strategic planning and guidance provided by teachers plays a vital role due to their 
higher-level visions of the objectives of the projects (Viilo et al.� 2018). When planning 
school projects� the pedagogical �odel (e.g. learning through collaborative design) �ay 
provide macro-level structuring of educational activity by providing the principles and 
�ain phases (Sor�unen and Viilo� 2022). Additionally� the notion of distributed scaf-
folding helps teachers design and prepare the contextual conditions in which the varied 
activities of the project should occur. According to Tabak (2004)� there should also be a 
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thematic continuity between tasks, materials, tools, and instruction aimed at mediating 
the key concepts and the critical features of the desired activity. Accordingly, this also 
requires the creation of plans and practical means through which to orchestrate and co-
ordinate relations among these elements.

4.2. On-demand Scaffolding

Whereas research on teachers using scaffolding during real-ti�e activities in design-ori-
ented learning is scarce (Viilo� 2020)� teachers� in particular� play a key role in scaffold-
ing �indful and productive engage�ent with the task� tools� and peers (Tabak� 2004). 
According to Van de Pol� Vol�an� and Beishuizen (2010)� teacher scaffolds strongly 
depend on the teachers’ abilities to determine the children’s current level of competence. 
This diagnosis of children’s understanding can be made through various means, such as 
observing their individual or group activities, by asking questions, as well as by asking 
children to show or explain their work and lines of reasoning (Calor et al.� 2022). Ac-
cording to Punta�bekar and Hübscher (2005)� the ongoing diagnosis should be attained 
through dialogic and interactive relationships that position the child as an active partici-
pant. By asking questions and guiding children to elaborate on their lines of reasoning, 
the support of the teacher can also be tailored to the actual needs of the children – that 
is� �ade te�porarily contingent� as Van de Pol� Vol�an� and Beishuizen (2010) have 
argued. There is a range of scaffolding �eans that �ay include� for exa�ple� enlisting 
student interest, controlling frustration, feeding back, providing hints or feedback, giv-
ing questions� highlighting the critical features of the task� de�onstrating how an expert 
would approach solving a si�ilar proble�� and reinforcing children’s self-estee� (Es-
hach et al., 2011; Van de Pol et al.� 2010; Wood et al.� 1976).

Punta�bekar and Hubscher (2002) noted that it is not usually possible for one teach-
er to provide tailored and just-in-time support for all the students in the classroom, as 
they are often too pressed for time. Thus, the focus of ongoing diagnoses and tailored 
support should be shifted to group activities (Punta�bekar and Hubscher� 2002). Fur-
thermore, within a classroom setting, fostering peer scaffolding can be a cost-effective 
and efficient �eans of providing support to all learners (Belland� 2014). Yet� collabora-
tion and providing constructive peer scaffolding typically require guidance and collabo-
ration scripts (Ki� et al.� 2019) to help students in a tea� to work together productively� 
engage in respectful discourses, and take shared responsibility for the advancement of 
collaborative work (Seita�aa-Hakkarainen et al.� 2022). 

Overall, various forms of scaffolding provided by tools, materials, and peers play an 
i�portant role in supporting the work of teachers (Ki� et al., 2019; Puntambekar and 
Kolodner� 2005). Yet� the orchestration of e�ergent activities is always challenging� 
and thus, there is a clear need to offer teachers concrete resources, tools, and models 
to support collaborative learning and creativity� as noted by Hä�äläinen and Vähäsan-
tanen (2011). Thus� in the following section� we elaborate on how the above-discussed 
theoretical and pedagogical insights guided our co-design of learning tasks, curriculum 
materials, and tools for learning ML.
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5. Co-designing the School Projects

This project is part of a long� �ultidisciplinary� design-based research (DBR) progra� 
that studies the integration of AI topics into school education (Toivonen et al., 2020; 
Vartiainen et al.� 2020; 2021; 2022; 2023). In line with the DBR approach� the overall 
aim is to engage researchers, developers, and practitioners in a model of collaborative, 
iterative, and systematic research and development work through parallel processes of 
design� evaluation� and theory building (DBR Collective� 2003; Reeves� 2006). 

Following the DBR approach, the co-design of the curriculum and related affor-
dances was informed by previous research and related work, theories, and design prin-
ciples that have addressed a si�ilar or parallel proble� (Reeves� 2006). In addition 
to previously presented foundational theories and insights on learning, our choice of 
pedagogical model, along with the concepts and topics of teaching, was guided by our 
prior e�pirical research. These base-line studies (Vartiainen et al., 2022; Vartiainen 
et al.� 2023) and exploratory research (Vartiainen et al.� 2021) had found that the basic 
concepts and mechanisms of ML were unfamiliar to students and teachers, suggest-
ing a need to create engaging entry points and scaffolding structures for novices to 
learn about ML. In line with the idea of designing AI curricula that are pedagogically 
sound and actionable in context-bound practices (UNESCO� 2022)� the co-design of 
the curriculum highlighted the sustained collaborative endeavors between researchers 
and practitioners� who all brought their differing expertise in designing� i�ple�enting� 
and revising the prototypes of the designed pedagogical model, educational technology, 
and related curriculu� �aterials (Penuel et al.� 2011; Reeves� 2006). Fig. 1 presents the 
framework used for cross-boundary co-design.

Fig. 1. Co-design of the school projects (Vartiainen� 2022).
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5.1. Mapping Contextual Factors

This project team began collaborating with schools at the beginning of 2023 with an 
open call for participation. Participation was li�ited to the first 12 schools to enrol. A 
kick-off meeting was organized for teachers and principals in those schools to intro-
duce them to the background, goals, and progress of the broader research program. The 
participants were asked to present their ideas and hopes for the school projects. After 
the kick-off meeting, the cross-boundary co-design process was facilitated by organiz-
ing regular joint discussions between researchers and participating school teachers. In 
addition to joint meetings with all the participating schools, each school was visited 
by one of the researchers to co-design and frame local design constraints, such as how 
the intervention could be customized to serve the local needs and interests of the col-
laborating schools. 

In the research context of Finland� it is notable that Finnish teachers are highly 
educated professionals who possess a significant level of trust and autono�y in their 
work (Nie�i et al.� 2018). Although the National Core Curriculu� for Basic Educa-
tion is regarded as mandatory, the Finnish education system does not include stan-
dardized testing� external audits� or outside teaching supervision. Instead� the Finnish 
education system places great emphasis on trusting teachers’ professionalism, allow-
ing them notable freedom in the choice of teaching and assessment methods as well as 
tools and �aterials (Nie�i et al.� 2018). The i�portance of research-based approach-
es for developing educational practices is recognized at all levels, from the national 
strategy and policy levels to their i�ple�entation in teacher education (Nie�i and 
Lavonen� 2020)� providing fertile ground for cross-boundary research and develop-
ment work.

The general objective of Finnish non-selective 9-year basic education, encompass-
ing primary and lower-secondary school for pupils aged between 7 and 16 years, is 
to support pupils’ growth toward humanity and ethically responsible membership in 
society and to provide the� with the knowledge and skills needed in life (Nie�i et al., 
2018). The curriculu� is infor�ed by a strong equity ethos� providing equal oppor-
tunities and high-quality teaching to every child regardless of their social, ethnic, or 
econo�ic background (Nie�i and Lavonen� 2020). Along with special subjects� the 
general frames of the Finnish National Core Curriculum focus on the development 
of seven transversal co�petences: (T1) thinking and learning to learn; (T2) cultural 
co�petence� interaction� and self-expression; (3) taking care of oneself and �anag-
ing daily life; (T4) �ultiliteracy; (T5) ICT co�petences; (T6) working life co�pe-
tence and entrepreneurship; and (T7) participation in� involve�ent in� and building 
a sustainable future. These transversal competencies are to be introduced into local 
subject-specific curricula and i�ple�ented through project-based studies that inte-
grate several school subjects. AI is not explicitly �entioned in the Finnish National 
Core Curriculum, but our efforts to promote children’s agency and ML understanding 
through collaborative learning and design were well aligned with the Finnish National 
Core Curriculum.
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5.2. Making Plans for Joint Action

In line with the theoretical foundations, pedagogical framework, and scaffolding prin-
ciples, the joint planning of school projects focused on mapping the key elements of 
the desired activity system that should together enable the development of students’ 
understanding of the basics of ML in a manner that builds their creative abilities. In 
practice, this meant creating a shared understanding of the broad patterns of the de-
sired activity syste� (Engeströ�� 1987; Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy� 1999)� includ-
ing 1) the higher-level objectives and learning tasks/proble�s that pupils face; 2) the 
tools� technology� and curriculu� �aterials provided; 3) the for�s of social organiza-
tion (e.g. individual� s�all-group� and whole-class activities); and 4) the division of 
labor between the participating teachers and researchers. This also required the cre-
ation of a consensus on the practical coordination of the project activities (Vartiainen� 
2022).

Throughout the project, and particularly during meetings between researchers and 
all of the participating school teachers, the four theory-derived perspectives listed above 
also served as a guiding fra�ework for discussions and co-reflections together with the 
teachers. The teachers were not only asked to identify the development needs of the 
educational technology and related curriculum materials being developed but were also 
encouraged to reflect on how the activity syste� surrounding these new tools and �ate-
rials was forming and how it should be improved.

5.3. Designing Afforded Technologies and Curriculum Materials

To support the design-oriented pedagogy, a new tool, GenAI Teachable Machine was 
developed (for further infor�ation� see Pope et al.� 2023). As a starting point� the tool 
design used Google’s Teachable Machine 2, which is among the most popular image-
classification tools used in education� and extended it with dozens of functionalities 
while keeping the familiar interface. Most importantly, the tool added the ability to bind 
actions to classification results� to open the finished classifier in a new tab as an “inde-
pendent app�” and share that app with friends through a QR code (Pope et al., 2023). 
Its pedagogical design was based on the four previously discussed theory-derived per-
spectives that guided defining the relationship between the users (subjects) and the task 
(object) to be connected and �ediated within particular social practices and tool-�edi-
ated actions. In other words, insights from mediated action were applied in the concept 
analysis� the design of the tool� and to enable an understanding of the context of use 
(Kaptelinin and Nardi� 2012).

In terms of the subject, the tool was designed particularly for school students in 
grades 4–9. Following the low-floor� high-ceiling� and wide-walls principle (Resnick 
and Silver�an� 2005)� our basic require�ents were that children could begin to create 
their own classifiers with no prior knowledge of coding or ML while si�ultaneously 
inventing new ways of using the tool for their own creative purposes. Notably, promot-
ing low barriers to entry and allowing personalized pathways were done in an attempt to 
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pro�ote equity and the participation of learners across diverse backgrounds (Kafai and 
Proctor� 2021). Further�ore� one key principle in the tool design was to respect chil-
dren’s right to privacy and to disallow any and all data collection that was not integral to 
the functioning of the tool (Pope et al., 2023). 

In terms of the object, our aim was to design a tool that would engage children in 
artifact-�ediated knowledge creation (Hakkarainen et al.� 2013) by supporting the� in 
expressing their own interest-driven ideas through co-designing� �aking� and sharing 
personally meaningful apps. Accordingly, the tool stands between the subject and the 
object of interest, and in this role, it helps the children to act on the object of interest by 
transforming ideas into digital artifacts. Additionally, the tool aimed to introduce nov-
ice learners to a nu�ber of central concepts and workflows in ML� particularly classi-
fiers. Those concepts included classifier� class� na�e� exa�ple� training data� curation� 
training� input� confidence� actions� output� and deploy�ent (Pope et al., 2023). The 
technology was designed to engage children in the kinds of reasoning processes that 
would afford connections between their app designs and related disciplinary concepts 
in computer science.

Further�ore� the design of the tool involved defining a set of essential actions nec-
essary for co�pleting the desired activity (Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy� 1999) – that 
is, the phases of the development process that the children needed to follow to trans-
for� their ideas into digital artifacts (apps). This was actualized by guiding the children 
to follow the basic episte�ic functions related to the ML workflow for proble� solving: 
how to collect data relevant to solving the proble�� how to filter and clean the data� 
how to label the data� how to use those data to train a classifier� how to link the classi-
fier results with desired behaviors (in a web app� for instance)� and how to evaluate the 
�odel (Tedre et al.� 2021). 

As argued by Quintana et al. (2004)� educational technology designs should struc-
ture the functionality of the tool to support learners in observing and seeing what steps 
are possible, relevant, and productive. If this is properly provided, learners can also 
construct an understanding of the steps they need to take in their work. In this project, 
this was facilitated� for exa�ple� by using standardized icons and tooltips that guided 
the children on how to begin to build a classifier. Moreover� the tool divided the ML 
workflow into phases in order to decrease their cognitive load by structuring the proc-
ess in ways that focused children’s attention on the critical features of each (sub)task at 
hand. For exa�ple� the built-in scaffolding of the tool restricted the options visible to 
the learner so that the learner could only proceed to the build behavior after finishing 
their planning and prototyping of the classifier. 

To �otivate the children to follow the workflow to the end� the tool also provided 
roo� for children to personalize their projects by i�porting their own data (e.g. pho-
tos� voices� �usic� artwork� text� ani�ations� graphics)� and thus� they had the agency 
to affect their own course of action as well as the behaviors of the designed classifier. 
Moreover, the range of different data sources was intended to provide possibilities for 
the children to hybridize digital tools and �edia with non-digital activities (e.g. tak-
ing pictures or videos of physical objects� their own drawings� or craft work) in play-
ful ways. This allowed the learning tool to be co�bined with other artifacts (digital 
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and non-digital) to constitute larger-scale co�pound �ediators (Kaptelinin and Nardi� 
2012). No built-in scaffolds were included in the tool itself in order to �axi�ize teach-
ers’ autonomy over the level of scaffolding, when and where to provide scaffolds, and 
how to integrate the tool with other classroom activities. 

Further�ore� the tool was designed to facilitate learning by externalizing children’s 
evolving ideas and reasoning processes. Children could test their classifiers and then 
iterate and refine their ideas and their creations� for exa�ple� by adding or re�oving 
classes, re-curating data, or changing the desired behaviors. This cyclic process of pro-
totyping possible solutions could occur as many times as necessary to reach the desired 
outcome. Furthermore, the children could share their creations by deploying them in a 
new browser tab and providing a QR code that enabled the sharing of their applications 
with others (Pope et al., 2023).

While the tool can be used in �ultiple ways and for facilitating different peda-
gogical visions, the above-discussed theory-derived perspectives together with pre-
vious research also guided us to analyze processes employing the tool in our school 
projects. As Jonassen and Rohrer-Murphy (1999) wrote� analyzing the context is es-
sential for defining the larger activity syste� within which the tool-�ediated activity 
occurs. Through an analysis conducted jointly between researchers and teachers, vari-
ous kinds of curriculum materials were developed to enhance knowledge-creation and 
design-oriented activities in classroom settings. The basic idea was to assist children 
in thinking and talking about their design ideas and evolving artifacts by using the 
concepts and discourse nor�s of the discipline (Quintana et al.� 2004). In this way� 
the aim was to bring disciplinary ways of thinking closer to learners by making the 
key concepts and procedures visible in both curriculum materials and tool-mediated 
interactions. The following section provides a detailed description of the implementa-
tion of the school projects.

6. Implementation of The School Projects

The ML projects were i�ple�ented in 12 classes of 4th- and 7th-graders (N = 213) 
fro� Finnish ele�entary (grade 4) and secondary (grade 7) schools. These ML proj-
ects consisted of three workshops during spring 2023. Each workshop lasted between 
two and three hours� depending on the regular class schedule. As these projects fit the 
Finnish National Core Curriculum, they were implemented as part of regular curricular 
activity. Before the intervention, permission was obtained from the municipal educa-
tional administration as well as from the children’s guardians, who were given a par-
ticipant information sheet containing a study description stating that participation was 
voluntary and they had the right to withdraw, and outlining the data-collection details, 
data-processing methods, and the reporting of research results. The children received 
the same information about the study, and informed consent was given verbally at the 
beginning of the project, providing them with an opportunity to ask questions and to 
ask for clarification fro� the researchers.
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The researchers and teachers co-taught the student groups. One of the researchers, 
who is also an experienced classroo� teacher1, was responsible for teaching the ML 
topics due to a request �ade by the school teachers who had no disciplinary expertise. 
Yet� the schoolteachers played an i�portant role in organizing the i�ple�entation of 
the projects as well as in guiding the students in working together and regulating their 
joint activities. Furthermore, two research assistants aided in data collection and the 
implementation of the school projects. Fig. 2 summarizes the workshop activities and 
the relevant ele�ents of the learning environ�ent (Vartiainen et al.� 2021). The general 
learning objectives of the project was to support children’s data agency by fostering AI-
related conceptual understanding� creativity and innovation� fluency with AI� workflows 
and practices� and ethical awareness (see Fig. 16). In addition� each workshop within the 
project had its own specific goals� as elaborated in the following sections.

6.1. First Workshop: Basic Concepts and Mechanisms of ML

The first workshop began with introductions� in which the researchers introduced the�-
selves and provided an overview of the project, its aims, and implementation. They also 
informed the students about the research methodology and the data-collection process. 
In addition, the learning objectives of the workshop were introduced.

1 As the researcher leading the i�ple�entation of the school projects was an experienced classroo� teacher 
and took on the role of teacher when interacting with the students� he is referred to as a “teacher” in the 
detailed description of the project implementation.

Fig. 2. Instructional model for learning ML concepts through data-driven design.
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Goals of the first workshop:
Discuss AI, its applications, and its impact on everyday lives using tangible, con- ●
textualized exa�ples.
Introduce the basic concepts and workflows involved in creating an ML-based  ●
classifier.
Engage children in the hands-on exploration of and collaborative experi�entation  ●
with the classifier tool.

6.1.1. Contextualizing AI

The first workshop focused on contextualizing ML in students’ everyday lives. In line 
with the scaffolding strategy of using exa�ples and language that is congruent with 
students’ everyday experiences (Belland et al.� 2013)� the workshop began with a short 
introduction of the fundamental ideas and use cases of ML, such as recommendation 
syste�s� self-driving cars� spa� filters� and social �edia advertising. While the intro-
duction given by the teacher was actualized primarily by means of a lecture, it involved 
connecting students’ interests through real-life exa�ples that also provided a grounding 
for the subsequent task.

Following the introduction to ML� an individual assign�ent (Fig. 3) was given to the 
students. This assignment prompted the children to ponder how and in what ways ML 
was already a part of their everyday experience. In this anchoring experience (Krajcik 

Fig. 3. Assign�ent on children’s experiences with AI in social �edia.
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and Blu�enfeld� 2006)� students were guided to analyze their use of social �edia appli-
cations and their understanding of the prevalence of AI technology in these applications. 
Then, the children were encouraged to compare and discuss their results with others.

The individual assign�ent was followed by the first group task (Fig. 4). Each group 
selected an app or service that used AI, often choosing from the options provided in the 
previous assignment. Subsequently, the material guided groups to discuss the type of 
data collected by the chosen application, how it was used, the purpose of collecting that 
data� and the potential risks associated with its use (Fig. 5). Teachers actively facilitated 
and supported the groups’ work and task co�pletion by asking students to externalize 
their ways of thinking and reasoning. These discussions also provided the teachers with 
an opportunity to review children’s conceptions and existing knowledge about AI co�-
ing fro� their everyday experience and popular culture.

Finally� using YouTube as an exa�ple� the teacher explained how social �edia ser-
vices categorize users based on their video preferences and interactions (such as thu�bs-
ups and thu�bs-downs). The teacher also explained profiling and reco��ending� or 
how YouTube considers the viewing history of other users who watched the sa�e vid-
eos� updating the list of reco��ended videos accordingly. The explanation also touched 
on targeted advertise�ents� or how YouTube co�bines its user infor�ation with Google 
searches to target ads at users. By using everyday exa�ples� the teacher also provided an 
explanatory rationale (Belland et al.� 2013) about why understanding AI was relevant to 
students’ current and future lives.

Fig. 4. Assign�ent on children’s conceptions and existing knowledge about AI in fa�iliar 
social media services.
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6.1.2. Exploring ML-based Educational Technologies

In the second part of the workshop, the children were guided to familiarize themselves 
with the possibilities of our own in-house educational application for learning some 
principles of ML. The teacher de�onstrated the ML workflow through a theoretical 
introduction as well as by giving a practical exa�ple (the rock� scissors� paper ga�e). 
As the teacher verbalized the actions and thought processes when demonstrating the use 
of the tool (Belland et al., 2013; van den Pol et al.� 2010)� it gave the students an op-
portunity to observe the processes through which experts �ake use of basic conceptual 
and procedural knowledge (Collins et al.� 1989). This facilitated the students in begin-
ning to build a mental model of the target processes that were required to accomplish the 
subsequent learning tasks.

After the ML tool and workflow were de�onstrated� each s�all group was instructed 
to create its own classifier. The tea�s were given worksheets to facilitate the exploration 
of the basic concepts and �echanis�s related to classifiers (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). In ter�s 
of the training data, the teams could either use items found in the classroom or images 
downloaded from the Internet. The task was open-ended in nature, as the teams could 
create their own classifiers based on their own interests and thus �odify the procedure 
the teacher had just de�onstrated (Fig. 8).

Fig. 5. 7th-graders’ collaborative exploration of everyday data traces with the guidance of 
curriculum materials.
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Fig. 6. Worksheet for working with students’ own classifier projects and working with key 
concepts: class, label, sample, training data, data curation, and training.

Fig. 7. Worksheet for testing and debugging students’ own classifiers and for exploring 
�odel brittleness� reliability� and confidence.
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The first page of the worksheets (Fig. 6) included questions regarding the classes 
and labels of the group’s classifier and the steps involved in creating it. The second 
side of the worksheet (Fig. 7) provided guiding questions for children to test their 
classifiers and analyze their behavior. Fro� the scaffolding strategy viewpoint� this 
activity indicated important concepts and mechanisms to which students should pay 
particular attention when familiarizing themselves with the tool. Moreover, during this 
hands-on exploration� the teachers actively observed the students’ activities� and they 
provided on-demand support by offering hints, guiding questions, conceptual remind-
ers� or short explanations of where children should look and what they should focus 
on in their exploration.

At the end of the first workshop� the teacher de�onstrated how to add behaviors 
to the classifiers by adding the� to the rock� scissors� and paper exa�ple created at 
the beginning of the workshop. This was done at the end of the workshop after stu-
dents had learned how to �ake a classifier in order to separate the different stages of 
the workflow� and to avoid unnecessary cognitive overheads fro� having too �any 
ite�s and concepts (and icons to click) on screen. It was� however� ti�ed for the first 
workshop and not the second to give students a complete picture of what kinds of apps 
could be developed with the tool.

Fig. 8. 4th-graders explore the tool through peer collaboration and  
by using material artifacts.
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6.1.3. Brainstorming app Ideas

The students were assigned an individual ho�ework task (Fig. 9)� which asked the� to 
search for and identify everyday proble�s that could be solved by using ML/classifier-
based technology. It is important to recognize that students can struggle to generate ML 
app ideas due to a lack of domain knowledge, which can reduce their motivation and 
confidence in acco�plishing the tasks (Ki� et al.� 2018). Thus� the ideation process was 
facilitated in the first workshop by supporting the develop�ent of conceptual and proce-
dural understanding through collaborative activities and discussions around ML and the 
concept of classifiers. Further�ore� the ideation worksheet incorporated questions that 
encouraged students to come up with app ideas and prompted them to engage in data-
driven reasoning when explaining practical i�ple�entations.

6.2. Second Workshop: Data-driven Design

The second workshop focused on co-designing and making applications based on the 
students’ ideas. Prior to the students’ arrival, the teachers read and analyzed the AI appli-
cation ideas proposed by the students. These ideas were categorized as implementable, 
requiring significant redesign� or unfeasible. Upon the students’ arrival� they were briefly 
briefed about the workshop’s objectives and progress.

Fig. 9. Worksheet for describing one’s own idea for a classifier-based app.
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Goals of the second workshop:
Facilitate the ideation, design, and implementation of the children’s own ML  ●
(classifier-based) applications.
Enhance children’s understanding of the core concepts and workflows of ML. ●

6.2.1. Development of app Ideas

The groups were instructed to share and discuss their app ideas and select one for fur-
ther design and implementation. The teacher walked from group to group and actively 
supported the teams in evaluating their ideas. Passing judgment on ideas was avoided 
(Eshach et al.� 2011). If all the group �e�bers’ ideas were dee�ed unfeasible for i�ple-
mentation within the class timeframe and in light of other material resources, even with 
significant redesign� the teacher aided in generating new ideas that preserved the original 
theme as much as possible or were based on the group members’ other interests. By do-
ing so, the student teams were also facilitated in creating shared goals and constructing 
a shared understanding of the steps they needed to take in their work.

6.2.2. Construction of Solutions

For the second workshop, a design template was produced with the aim of supporting 
the further develop�ent of ideas through collaboration (Fig. 10). First� this te�plate 
provided higher-level pro�pts (Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005)� as it visualized 

Fig. 10. A te�plate for designing and i�ple�enting a classifier-based application� outlining 
all the steps in the students’ workflow.
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the whole design process and workflow as a whole. Second� it provided �icro-level 
pro�pts for the sub-tasks within each phase (Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005). These 
questions aimed to help teams to articulate their thoughts and ideas by guiding them to 
analyze, for instance, what their own apps would do, what kind of data would be col-
lected and fro� where (i�age� poses)� how �any different classes the �odel should 
be able to recognize, and under what conditions the teaching data would be presented. 
Students further defined these externalized ideas in collaborative discussions with the 
teachers. By asking questions and guiding the tea�s to reflect on their ideas and to elab-
orate on their lines of reasoning (Van de Pol et al.� 2010)� the teachers could then use 
that diagnostic infor�ation to� for exa�ple� direct students’ attention to previously un-
noticed aspects, such as the important role of the image background in webcam feeds. 
In this way� the content of the teachers’ scaffolding was tailored to specific design ideas 
as well as emerging challenges that arose when the students were creating training 
datasets for their own ML applications (Fig. 11).

In addition� the curriculu� �aterial guided the tea�s to test their classifiers� explain 
their observations, and develop the application based on their testing and reasoning. In 
other words� the proposed solution ideas were tested� with explanations generated about 
why so�ething did not work as expected (Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005). As the stu-
dents tested their classifiers� they were also able to receive i��ediate feedback fro� the 
interactive tool� and they needed to �ake decisions about whether and how to refine their 
current solutions. This guided the students to analyze the model behavior from a data-
driven perspective, including assumptions and biases in the training dataset, labelling, 
the fit between the training data and input data� and the interpretation of outputs. When 

Fig. 11. 7th-graders develop app ideas through dialogic discussion with the teacher,  
mediated by the learning tool and curriculum material.
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iterating their designs by adding or removing labels or re-curating data, the children 
could also manipulate and observe how changes in the data corresponded to changes in 
confidence. The opportunity to collaboratively try out ideas� followed by the need to tin-
ker with workable solutions� also ai�ed to �odel how unexpected outco�es and failures 
are a natural part of the data-driven design process. As argued by Belland et al. (2013)� 
modelling constructive responses helps students use failures in the design and underlying 
thinking as formative feedback to improve learning and the artifact under construction.

Overall, the co-design process was facilitated in the second workshop by engaging 
students in sharing their initial ideas, negotiating a shared object of activity, making 
decisions about how to proceed, and then creating solutions through an iterative process 
of testing and refining the artifact under develop�ent. For that� the afforded curriculu� 
materials and the tool provided guiding questions and hints on how to proceed and how 
to explain� verbalize� co��unicate� and develop initially vague ideas. Moreover� these 
collaborative discussions and support from the teachers were also aimed at helping stu-
dent teams in planning, monitoring, and directing team-based creative activities.

6.3. Third Workshop: Impact and Ethics of AI

At the beginning of the third workshop, the children were again briefed on the work-
shop’s objectives and progression.

Goals of the third workshop:
Sharing and presenting the group’s apps and projects. ●
Analyzing the benefits� i�pacts� and risks of ML� including algorith�ic bias. ●

6.3.1. Sharing and Reflecting on the Process of Design and Learning

In the third workshop� the tea�s were given group assign�ents (Fig. 12) that involved 
preparing a presentation about their own app and the process of learning and co-design. 
This curriculum material provided guiding questions aimed at supporting the teams to 
collaboratively reflect on the training process� consider the benefits and risks of their app 
design� and reflect on their own process of learning.

In these presentations, the teams also demonstrated their AI apps to their classmates, 
who could provide co��ents and ask questions on the presented projects (Fig. 13). The 
students were pro�pted to give constructive feedback� for exa�ple� by asking their 
class�ates to elaborate on their ideas or to elicit articulation and justification (Belland� 
2014). As each student tea� worked on its own proble�� the tea�s were also able to 
observe multiple ways in which this tool and the related conceptual knowledge could 
be applied. The teams of children created 71 different apps. These applications were 
designed� for exa�ple� to recognize different e�otional states� dance poses� �e�es� 
symbols, logos, hand signs, sports equipment, football players, music instruments, car 
models, poisonous mushrooms, different plants, animals, and dog breeds. Some apps 
were designed to tell jokes, recommend clothes to wear, and assist color-blind people 
to identify different colors.
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Fig. 12. Worksheet for reflecting on the ML workflow� benefits� and risks�  
as well as students’ own views of their learning process.

Fig. 13. 7th-graders sharing the process of design and learning in tool-mediated actions.
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6.3.2. Exploring the Impact and Ethics of AI

After the presentations� the children were guided to further explore the ethics of AI� 
especially the concepts of algorithmic bias, through the use of generative AI. The topic 
was introduced by the teacher� who used the rock� scissors� and paper exa�ple fro� 
the first workshop� along with the participants’ self-�ade classifiers� as an exa�ple for 
the use of �anually labelled exa�ples as training data. Then� the teacher gave an intro-
duction to the �echanis�s of i�age recognition� how web scrapers extract i�age–text 
pairs to train large image-recognition systems, and how those same datasets can also be 
used to �ake excellent text-to-i�age generative �odels. The concept of algorith�ic bias 
was introduced by pro�pting text-to-i�age generative AI to �ake pictures of leaders 
(featuring only old white �en) and classroo� teachers (featuring only white wo�en). 
Illustrative exa�ples were used to discuss algorith�ic bias� its causes� har�ful effects� 
and potential corrective measures.

After the introduction, the children were instructed to work in small groups, create 
their own i�ages� and exa�ine the resulting pictures to identify algorith�ic biases. Each 
group had access to generative AI on laptops, and the researchers provided individual 
guidance on image creation. As all the images were shared on the same Discord chan-
nel, the student teams were also able to see the prompts and images of their peers. Once 
the groups had their initial i�ages� they were given a group assign�ent (Fig. 14)� which 
asked the� to docu�ent the algorith�ic bias they had identified and its underlying cause� 
and to propose potential solutions for addressing the bias. The children were again facili-
tated in engaging in data-driven thinking� but by using a new concept and tool (Fig. 15).

Fig. 14. Worksheet for exploring algorith�ic bias using text-to-i�age generative AI.
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7. Discussion

Despite a significant surge in initiatives ai�ed at incorporating AI/ML topics into K-12 
education, the aspect of distributed scaffolding has largely been overlooked in research 
and development efforts up to the present day. By connecting scaffolding with its the-
oretical foundations and with design-oriented pedagogy, this study demonstrates how 
these research-based insights can be employed in practice to develop learning environ-
ments, educational technology, and pedagogical models for ML education. By articulat-
ing how theories guided the collaborative design and orchestration of school projects 
involving over 200 students, this study aimed to give a comprehensive view of the in-
terconnected components that form a system of distributed scaffolding for facilitating 
students’ engagement, understanding, and agency.

By building on a design-oriented pedagogy, the fundamental principle in this study’s 
approach was to position children as designers and knowledge creators (cf. Fischer et al., 
2004; Hakkarainen and Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, 2022; Kafai and Proctor, 2021; Resnick, 
2006). This type of �eta-design was ai�ed at avoiding being li�ited to a predeter�ined 
way of using the afforded tools and technologies, instead creating a learning environ-
ment that allowed children to act as designers, as advocated by Fischer et al. (2004). 
From a sociocultural standpoint, the aim was to facilitate children to move from more 
peripheral positions (Wenger� 1998) and assu�e agentially central roles� as they were 
developing their understanding and skills through joint activities with �ore experienced 
others (Da�şa et al.� 2010). 

Fig. 15. 7th-graders working with a text-to-i�age generative AI tool  
to explore algorith�ic bias.
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Table 1
Distributed scaffolding for learning machine learning though design-oriented pedagogy

Phase Activity Scaffolding strategies Mediating tools and 
resources

Contextualizing 
ML

Teachers’ 
presentation

Using real-life examples that bridge 
learners’ interests, intuition, and 
understanding

Presentation slides

Individual and 
group work

Supporting learners to recognize 
and analyze how ML is part of the 
applications that they actively use 
Prompting learners to share and 
compare their intuitive ideas and 
understanding

Curriculum materials 
(Figures 3 and 4)

Teachers’ 
presentation

Using real-life examples that bridge 
learners’ interests, intuitive ideas, 
and understanding with data-driven 
explanations
Providing an explanatory rationale as 
to why understanding AI is relevant 
to students’ lives and futures

Presentation slides

Exploring ML-ba-
sed educational 
technologies

Teachers’ 
demonstration

Demonstrating how to use the ML 
tool and construct data-driven 
explanations

Presentation slides
Educational technology

 Group work Providing a learning task that 
connects learners’ own interests and 
lets them adapt the procedure the 
teachers had demonstrated

Educational technology

Prompting collaborative reasoning 
about ML by making observations, 
testing conjectures, and developing 
explanations

Educational technology
Curriculum material
(Figures 6 and 7)

Teachers’ 
demonstration

Demonstrating how to use the ML 
app-creation tool and construct data-
driven explanations

Educational technology

Brainstorming  
app ideas

Individual 
work

Providing a learning task that 
enables learners to generate ideas 
connected with their own interests 
and externalize them 

Curriculum material
(Fig. 9)

Development of 
app ideas

Group work Prompting learners to share, 
evaluate, and develop ideas through 
peer collaboration and by using 
disciplinary concepts and strategies 
Prompting learners to create a 
shared object of activity and plans 
for joint action

Curriculum material
(Fig. 10)

Construction of 
solutions

Group work Prompting learners to externalize 
their conjectures and refine 
conceptions by testing their designs 
and analyzing the results through 
peer collaboration

Educational technology
Curriculum material 
(Fig. 10)

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page

Phase Activity Scaffolding strategies Mediating tools and 
resources

Sharing and 
reflecting on 
the process of 
co-design and 
learning

Group work
Whole-class 
discussions 
and presenta-
tions

Prompting learners to reflect on 
and share their process of learning 
and design by using concepts and 
disciplinary strategies 

Educational technology
Curriculum material 
(Fig. 12)

Exploring the 
impact and ethics 
of AI

Group work Prompting learners to connect 
concepts and disciplinary strategies 
to explore, question, and critique the 
implications of AI applications

Text-to-image 
generative AI 
Curriculum material 
(Fig. 14)

From the perspective of learning and motivation, the need to design practices and 
technologies that promote and sustain children’s curiosity and interest has been high-
lighted by �any researchers (e.g. Blu�enfeld et al., 1991; Hakkarainen and Seita-
�aa-Hakkarainen� 2022; Resnick� 2006). In line with knowledge-creative and design-
oriented pedagogies� the ai� in the first workshop was to connect students’ interests 
through classroo� discourses and �aterials that pro�pted students to reflect on and 
share their everyday experiences and thus see the relevance of developing an under-
standing of ML. 

Furthermore, the open-ended learning tasks of co-designing their own apps enabled 
the children to define their own goals and ideas for classifiers. In this sense� the open-
ended design task deliberately scaffolded students to connect and share their inter-
ests� prior experiences� and knowledge� which� in turn� can enhance students’ intrinsic 
�otivation (Ki� et al.� 2018). In addition� the children were able to personalize their 
projects and had the agency to affect their courses of action. As highlighted by Roth 
and Lee (2006)� the expansion of action possibilities with respect to �eaningful prob-
lems and activities is intricately intertwined with children’s agency and ownership of 
learning.

Moreover, the distributed scaffolding system aimed at providing a powerful and 
generative route for exploring so�e key concepts in co�puter science in a highly �ean-
ingful� engaging� and contextualized fashion (e.g. Blikstein and Worsley� 2016; Kafai 
et al.� 2018; Resnick� 2017). With the help of educational technology� the children were 
guided to explore the �eaning of key concepts related to classifiers� as well as to follow 
the basic episte�ic functions related to ML project workflows. In this �anner� learning 
new conceptual knowledge was applied in design practice, and the affordances were 
structured in a way that assisted in directing invention activities further by gradually 
unveiling new concepts and the required steps. In these tool-mediated activities, the 
teams were also facilitated in constructing and reconstructing their understanding by 
testing their classifiers and analyzing the results (cf. Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005). 
Through this approach, the dynamic tool became a vehicle for prompting students’ con-
jectures about the behavior of the classifier� and this helped the� to refine their designs 
and conceptions to come up with better solutions.
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However� with an easy-to-use tool� children can quickly build their own classifiers� 
but this does not guarantee that students are building their understanding of the disci-
plinary concepts and practices. While technologies �ay co�ple�ent and assist teachers’ 
work and scaffolding, the tool itself does not diagnose students’ state of understanding 
or �otivation. Thus� it would be an oversi�plification to consider how educational tech-
nology on its own can scaffold children’s learning without considering the other aspects 
of distributed scaffolding syste�s (Quintana et al.� 2004) ai�ed at supporting particular 
social practices and pedagogical �odels (Pea� 2004). 

Consequently, these tool-mediated activities need to be augmented with additional 
support. In this project, learning conceptual knowledge was scaffolded through ques-
tion pro�pts that asked students to externalize their thinking and share their thoughts 
and ideas with others during the evolving process of learning and design. In line with 
the knowledge-creative approach, the children were guided to work in teams in which 
they were jointly creating� �aking� reflecting� and advancing their ideas and solutions 
(Hakkarainen and Seita�aa-Hakkarainen� 2022). These collaborative activities and dis-
courses were mediated and supported by the learning tool and related materials in dif-
ferent phases of the project: when exploring ML-based educational technologies in the 
first workshop� when creating datasets and testing their own applications in the second 
workshop� and when sharing the co-designed apps in the final workshop. In this sense� 
key concepts were explored in and through various collaborative activities and �edia-
tional means in the evolving process of co-design.

Yet� it was also observed that students needed teachers’ support in connecting ML to 
their interests and everyday experiences as well as when defining their joint app ideas 
and carrying out the joint activities. In particular, teachers’ support was needed to engage 
teams in the kinds of reasoning processes that would afford connections between their de-
signs and the disciplinary concepts they were learning and explaining (see Punta�bekar 
and Kolodner� 2005). Even though such lines of reasoning were explicitly �ediated by 
the tool and related curriculum materials, it appeared that teachers’ support was needed 
in guiding students to take more advantage of the afforded resources. As noted by Mar-
tin et al. (2019)� tools and curriculu� �aterials can support students’ learning� but they 
often cannot stand alone� because they often provide a fixed set of pro�pts and thus are 
not adaptive to students with different needs and ZPDs. Accordingly, teachers hold a piv-
otal position in dyna�ically expanding and contextualizing the support ingrained within 
instructional �aterials (Martin et al.� 2019). Here� the responsive support fro� teachers 
was organized around the children’s own ideas and designs and thus positioned the chil-
dren as active participants in these interactions and dialogic discussions. Such dialogic 
interactions also enabled the teachers to ask contextual questions� �onitor progress� and 
provide tailored support (Eshach et al., 2011; Van de Pol et al.� 2010; Wood et al.� 1976). 
Accordingly, teachers played a vital role in scaffolding the students’ learning and co-
design processes (Punta�bekar and Kolodner� 2005; Viilo� 2020)� and the quality of this 
responsive scaffolding was key to students’ learning (Martin et al.� 2019). 

Additionally, an increased understanding of ML, together with data-driven design, 
also facilitated children in engaging in critical reflections and discussions on the societal 
and ethical i�plications of AI in the final workshop. The children were guided to reflect 
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on the potential risks and har�s of AI through their own designs� as well as by exploring 
the concepts of algorithmic bias through the use of generative AI. Accordingly, there was 
a deliberate atte�pt to contextualize AI ethics in the children’s own ideas and everyday 
lives in a manner that could promote more critical attitudes toward the technologies and 
power structures that shape everyday lives, such as those behind popular social me-

Fig. 16. Components of co-design pedagogy to foster children’s data agency  
and creative abilities in the age of AI.
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dia platfor�s discussed in the first workshop. Notably� particular attention was paid to 
building the�atic continuity (Tabak� 2004) between the workshops instead of teaching 
isolated content units.

In summary, the students were offered a large degree of freedom in terms of what to 
co-design within the epistemic, material, and social structures aimed at supporting the 
learning of basic ML concepts and practices. Yet� a lot of co-design and pre-planning 
was done in order to orchestrate relations among the subjects, tools, materials, and sup-
portive learning technologies that �ediated the object-oriented activities (Hä�äläinen 
and Vähäsantanen� 2011; Littleton et al.� 2012). Students’ learning and understanding 
were scaffolded through a variety of sources, including curriculum materials, tools, peer 
discussions, and teacher facilitation. Fig. 16 presents the key components of co-design 
pedagogy e�ployed in the intervention. As argued by Tabak (2004)� if teachers� �ateri-
als� software� and peer scaffolding work in “synergy�” it also increases the likelihood 
that students will learn to use new concepts and tools in culturally appropriate ways. 
Moreover, if new conceptual knowledge and practices are learned by being discussed, 
explored� and applied in a variety of situations� they �ay also facilitate the creation of a 
rich web of �e�orable associations between the� and the proble�-solving contexts at 
hand (Collins et al.� 1989; Krajcik and Blu�enfeld� 2006).

8. Conclusions and Future Work

To conclude, this study illustrates how co-design between researchers and teachers is 
crucial for developing novel learning environments and practices for learning ML. These 
joint efforts also provided indirect scaffolding for the emerging learning activities of the 
students� as the focus of the co-design was on the specification of the objectives and 
learning tasks that pupils pursued and the development of appropriate educational tech-
nologies and curriculum materials for scaffolding the different stages of action. Overall, 
the design of novel educational practices that were simultaneously relevant, appropriate, 
and capable of being realized was crucially dependent on capitalizing on complementary 
expertise. It is evident that the �ultifaceted outco�es of this co-design and develop-
ment effort could not have been accomplished by any single researcher or teacher alone. 
Rather� this develop�ent work involved 1) the director of the city’s education authority 
and the director of the city’s �edia center� with their extensive experience in organizing 
collaborations with schools and universities in various research and development proj-
ects; 2) teachers and school principals fro� 12 schools who provided their unique in-
sights with regard to adapting and developing the practices and educational technologies 
to serve their local contexts and the actual needs of their own students; 3) educational 
researchers who brought theoretical and pedagogical ideas from the learning of sci-
ence and experience fro� classroo� teaching; 4) researchers fro� the field of co�puter 
science who contributed their extensive experience in co�putational thinking and ML 
educational tools� and who possessed the progra��ing expertise necessary to translate 
the pedagogical intentions into innovative educational technology; and 5) two research 
assistants who provided crucial support for various project implementation tasks.
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As an outcome of such cross-boundary collaboration, concrete resources, tools, and 
a pedagogical model to orchestrate ML projects in K-9 education were developed. Al-
though so�e teachers �ight possess knowledge about AI� especially do�ain-specific 
support was built into the distributed scaffoldings to help the work of teachers who were 
not do�ain experts the�selves. Thus� the structure of the tool and the guiding questions 
in the curriculum materials were also intended to communicate to the teacher the key 
concepts and procedures that should be marked in their interactions with student teams. 
Teachers can also use curriculum materials for ongoing diagnoses and to keep track of 
the group’s progress over a period of ti�e (Punta�bekar and Hubscher� 2002). Through 
this approach, both the student teams and teachers can see the progress that is being 
�ade during the project activities (Belland et al.� 2013). These guides and �aterials are 
not intended to serve as rigid scripts to follow, but as pedagogical principles and sug-
gestions for implementing creative AI projects. They are designed to support teachers 
to plan and contextualize the core ideas to fit their unique classroo� settings and needs 
of their students. We are in the process of developing additional teacher �aterials that 
include short videos, presentation slides sets, and materials that teachers can apply, edit 
and modify to accommodate their own educational needs. 

Yet� the orchestration of distributed scaffolding in context-bound activities is chal-
lenging, as it always relates to the theoretical core of scaffolding – the idea of the ZPD, 
as Belland (2014) has pointed out. Scaffolding strategies for �iddle-school students and 
the scaffolding of younger or older children will differ, as these learners have differ-
ent needs and are at different develop�ental levels (Belland� 2014; Pea� 2004). As the 
research program moves forward, there is evidently a need to better understand how to 
contextualize the curriculu� to �eet the needs of different groups of students. Likewise� 
there is a need to study how these various scaffolds embedded in different stages of the 
program actually support learning and understanding to evaluate what is missing in the 
current for�s of scaffolding. While the analysis of the written reasoning test� which was 
ad�inistered prior to and after the intervention� showed statistically significant prog-
ress in the children’s data-driven explanations (Vartiainen et al.� 2024)� there is a clear 
need to dig deeper into the process of collaborative learning and design to explore the 
epistemic activities that supported or hindered the development of understanding. 

Moreover, there is a need to study more deeply how teachers orchestrate distrib-
uted scaffolding to enable the building of better professional development activities and 
scaffolding for teachers. However, previous research has also shown that reforms in 
educational institutions are often ineffective because they tend to focus on isolated ele-
ments while disregarding the sociocultural interplay of wider educational structures, 
such as national policies and curricula� and various contextual factors� such as local 
school practices, goals, and values, which all shape the everyday activities of teachers 
(Härkki et al.� 2021). While the present project provided pro�ising results in ter�s of 
integrating ML topics into school education in Finland, it also illustrates how national 
strategies, policy making, school-level leadership, and collegial collaboration play an 
important role in promoting innovative and knowledge-creative relationships among 
teachers and researchers. Although the question remains as to how to scale up such 
practices and support the work of teachers in different educational settings, the descrip-
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tion of a multilayered process of co-design, coupled with the proposed framework that 
integrates distributed scaffolding and agentic practices, may provide important insights 
for future efforts. This article was also aimed at providing analytical tools for designing, 
orchestrating� regulating� and reflecting on the co�plex interrelationships of the e�erg-
ing learning systems that position children as designers and makers of AI. 

As for the future, this program’s collaboration with the local highly committed teach-
ers and their students will continue. The program’s aim is to co-design new tools and af-
fordances that are responsive to children’s evolving skills and understanding by increas-
ing the co�plexity of AI concepts and practices. As this intervention has shown� children 
and young people are very active social �edia users at this age (Vartiainen et al.� 2023). 
We are currently co-designing educational technology and related scaffolds to de�ystify 
the mechanisms and logic of social media platforms. Our goal is to support children to un-
derstand the nature and purpose of data collection� its use in algorith�ic profiling and rec-
ommendations, and to develop children’s understanding of how social media platforms 
may impact the agency of individuals, communities, and broader society. As a long-term 
effect, this program will provide research-based pedagogical models, novel educational 
technologies, and an online learning environment in which all our project outputs will be 
openly available to anyone who is interested. The heart of the idea is to provide various 
tools and resources to scaffold the development of all children’s data agency; their ability 
and volition to be active players and contributing members in our data-driven society.
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